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Chef Joseph McFadden of An Tobar Authentic Irish Pub and Grill Shines at
Flavors of the NFL Alumni Competition
Orlando, FL – Chef Joseph McFadden of An Tobar, authentic Irish Pub and Grill and
his NFL Alumni Sous Chef Seneca McMillan (Green Bay Packers) finished strong at the
Flavors of the NFL Alumni competition.
Event attendees enjoyed the 2016 AFC/NFC Championship games on January 24, 2016
at Regal Oaks Resort, where NFL Alumni partnered with world class chefs from An Tobar, Coastal Grill & Bar and more to create the best game day dish to benefit local charity
One Heart for Women and Children. Chef McFadden and Sous Chef Seneca McMillan
(Green Bay Packers) finished in the top 4 and clearly a fan favorite. Jennifer Daskevich,
Managing Partner at Coastal Grill & Bar and World Sandwich Champion shared, “Chef
McFadden’s dish was a fan favorite and highly regarded by competing chefs. I was extremely impressed with Chef McFadden’s creativity and execution of his pork loin and
puff pastry with a scotch berry sauce. It was truly inspired.”
A highly experienced and accomplished chef, McFadden came to An Tobar from Oysters
Restaurant, the 2014 Best Restaurant in Northern Ireland. Chef McFadden shares, “I love
the art involved in producing top quality food, from the time it is delivered to when it is
served to the customer. Flavors of the NFL Alumni was a great way to showcase great
food and support a worthy cause”. Chef McFadden is creating a custom authentic Irish
Pub and Grill menu along with tasty American fare that will pair well with An Tobar’s
extensive Scotch, Bourbon and Irish Whiskey selections.
An Tobar, one of Florida’s largest Irish pubs, is located at
Sheraton Orlando North at 600 N. Lake Destiny Drive at I-4. Translated as “The Well”
in Gaelic, An Tobar is truly authentic. From its solid-wood, 60-foot bar to its tables,
chairs and bar stools, were assembled in Dublin, taken apart and shipped to Orlando
where they were re-constructed by a crew of Irish workers. The pub’s lively atmosphere
reflects a Dublin streetscape with three levels of seating ensuring everyone has a great
spot to dine, enjoy a tasty meal with a favorite libation or watch a match on one of An
Tobar’s big-screen TVs. To make a reservation or reserve space for a private event, call
407-551-7627. For more information, please visit www.antobarorlando.com.

